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Abstract— Speech communication plays very important role in
day to day life. Noise is unwanted natural data which will always
accompany the speech signal. When the clean speech signal
received by listener end, located in noisy environment, he
perceives not only the received (clean) speech but also the
background noise and thus experiences an increased listening
effort and possibly reduced speech intelligibility. With this noise
effect the intelligibility of original speech signal is degraded.
Hence there is a need for speech signal enhancement at listener
end to improve the speech intelligibility by digital signal
processing. This work focuses on the impact of various
background/near-end noises on signal degradation and an
approach to overcome noise effect for improved speech signal
intelligibility. To enhance the clean far-end speech signal based on
the background noise signal strength, we propose time domain
near-end listening enhancement (NELE). Speech Intelligibility
Index (SII) is used to calculate the intelligibility of the degraded
and enhanced speech signal.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In speech communication, noise is always accompanied with
speech signal. Noise is an unwanted signal that affects the
smooth communication between the transmitter and receiver.
When the noise is accompanied with speech signal, it makes
the listening task difficult for a listener. For example,
telephone conversation over cellular phones often takes place
in the presence of near-end noise [7]. Background noise makes
difficult to understand speech signal [24], as the noise level
dominates, listening to speech or audio signals becomes more
difficult. The listener end perceives a combination of the clean
speech and near-end/background noise and thus experiences
an increased listening effort. The speech signals generated at
the source are referred to as far-end speech signals and signals
received at listener end as near-end signal. The background
noise can be originated at source side (the far-end) and also
from the environment of the listener end (the near-end) as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Considering the situation where a person located in a
noisy far-end environment wishes to communicate via
transmission line with a person located in a noisy near-end
environment. The far-end signal can be affected by
background noise from both sides of the transmission line.
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Figure 1: Far-end and Near-end listening scenario

The speech signal which is affected by the noise will
results in listeners fatigue as the intelligibility of speech is
apparently lowered, thus creates near-end listening problem
[7]. Speech intelligibility is the degree to which humans can
understand a spoken message [7-9]. Intelligibility of the
speech signal is lowered because of the corrupted speech
signal.
Speech signal corrupted by the noise at far-end, filtering
techniques such as spectral subtraction, wiener filtering can be
adopted to get enhanced speech signal at the near end listener
[1-6]. For the problem of near end listener, the noise signal
cannot be influenced because the person is located in the noisy
environment and the noise reaches the ears. Approaches used
in [1-6] are not suitable for the near end problem so the
reasonable option to improve the intelligibility (by digital
signal processing) is to manipulate the far end speech signal.
Bastian Sauert et al., in [7] proposed frequency dependent
amplification of speech signal to reestablish the distance
between the average measured speech spectrum and the
average measured noise spectrum, i.e., to recover a certain
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The performance of the proposed
algorithm was evaluated in terms of SII, defined in [8]. [12]
considered near end listening problem with the loudspeaker
power constraint to the power of the original signal. A
recursive closed-form solution in [13], which maximizes the
SII under the constraint of an unchanged average power of the
audio signal, was developed. The method has less complexity
compared to a previous approach in [8, 10-12] and is thus
suitable for real-time processing and found the instrumental
evaluation by means of the average SII has shown an identical
performance after processing with proposed algorithms, which
is noticeably better than without processing.
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A linear time-invariant filter was designed in [16] to
improve the speech understanding when the speech signal is
played back in a noisy environment. To accomplish this, the
SII is maximized under the constraint that the speech energy is
held constant.
The work provides solution to the near-end listening
problem, by enhancing the far-end speech signal which also
increases the intelligibility of speech signal. A simple time
domain approach with includes temporal masking is
implemented for enhancing the speech signals. SII is used to
measure the intelligibility of the speech signal. MATLAB and
audio editor tool, GoldWave is used for verifying the results.

Step 1: Incoming speech and noise signal are captured using
an audio editor tool, GoldWave with sampling rate of 8 kHz.
Step 2: For NELE it is mandatory to fix the SNR of speech
and noise signals. Since speech and noise signal are dynamic
in nature the variance of the noise signal is varied to get
required SNR using equation 2. SNR is varied from -18 to +21
dB for experimenting.
n
norm( x)
(2)
n=
* 0.05*SNR
norm(n) 10
where, n and x are captured noise and speech signal.
Step 3: Computing energy of speech and noise signal
Individual frame energy is calculated using equation 3.
N

II. NELE USING TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS
We propose a simple time domain NELE approach to
overcome the degradation of the speech signal in the noisy
environment. In order to increase the intelligibility of the
speech signal different algorithms have been proposed and
implemented in [7-25], but the complexity involved in
deriving optimum gain is not resolved. Block diagram of the
proposed time domain approach is shown in the Figure 2.

E (dB) = 10 * log

∑x

2
i

i =1

(3)
N
where xi is the sample at ith location and i varies from 1 to N,
N are is the total number of samples in a frame. Same
procedure is used to obtain energy of the noise signal. Let SE
denote energy of speech signal obtained for each frame and
NE is the energy obtained for each frame of noise signal.
Step 4: Deriving Gain: The correct gain for a pair of speech
and noise frames (selected parameters) is user specific. The
gain is derived using the equation 4,
Gain = initialvalue + ( A × B )

(4)

where,
A = max(0, NE-SE )

Figure 2: Block diagram of proposed time domain approach.

Energy of the incoming speech signal and near-end noise
signal is computed using equations (1).
E ( dB ) = 10 log

∑

x
N

2

(1)

where, x is the samples within a frame and N total number of
samples in a frames.
Steps involved in time domain near-end listening
enhancement are:

Initial values is set to 1 so that Gain =1, when no enhancement
for the speech signal is required, B is used to control gain (B is
always <1).
Step 5: To derive averaging gain (Gavg): To avoid signal
saturation and signal bursts due to sudden gain changes,
optimal gain computed must be characterized by slow and
configurable response time for the gain variations. Obtained
gain is averaged over five frames gain values obtained from
step 4.
Step 6: Multiply averaged gain with speech signal:
Once averaged gain is derived next is to multiply (Gavg) with
every speech sample of respective frame, resulting in
enhanced speech signal.
Step 7: End capping: To avoid overflow of enhanced values,
positive values must not be above +1 and negative values must
not be below -1.
The intelligibility measure which will be used for the
project is based on the standardized SII [8]. Speech and noise
are presented are assumed to be above the threshold in quiet.
Masking effects are excluded from ANSI SII procedure [8].
Let us consider s is input signal and y is noise signal, then
corrupted signal received is given by equation 5,
z ( n) = s ( n) + y ( n)
(5)
Sn windowed versions of S, where n is the window frameindex. A Hann-window is used with 50% overlap, 32 ms
length.
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The impulse response of the ith auditory filter is denoted
by hi , where i ∈ {1,......, m} where m is the total number of
auditory filters.
Energy within one time frequency (TF) unit is calculated
by equation 6,
S 2 n,i =

∑S

n (k )

2

* H i (k )

2

(6)

k

The averaged energy within one critical band is based on
the long term sample mean over many short time frames and is
denoted by equation 7,
1
E 2 Si =
S 2 n,i
(7)
N n

∑

Figure 3: Energy plot for Time domain analysis.

where, N is the total number of short time frames.
2

Say E Yi the average noise energy within critical band, let Ei
be SNR within one critical band is denoted by equation 8,
E 2S
(8)
Ei = 2 i
E Yi
Ei is used to calculate an intermediate measure to
determine the audibility of the speech in presence of noise
within one band. In Speech intelligibility Index (SII) (ANSI,
1997), for instance, the SNR calculation is limited to the range
of [-15, 15] dB, prior to the mapping of the computed SNR to
the range of [0, 1]. Thus, the SNR is log transformed and
clipped between -15 dB, SNRMIN to +15 dB, SNRMAX and
normalized such that its range is between 0 and 1 and SII is
calculated from equation 9,
SII =

∑
i

max(min(10 * log( E i ), SNR MAX ), SNR MIN ) 1
+ (9)
30
2

III.

RESULTS

The speech and noise (babble) signals are captured using an
audio editor tool, GoldWave and saved in uncompressed.wav
format for duration of 3.968 seconds (16-bit PCM) with
sampling rate of 8 kHz. The captured speech signal has 31744
(8000*3.968) samples, total samples are divided into frame
size of 256 each, resulting in 124 frames. Energy plots for
speech and noise signals are shown in Figure 3.
Comparing the energy of speech and noise signals frame
wise, gain is computed using equation 4 and optimal gain is
computed by averaging gain with pre and post frame gains and
is plotted in Figure 4. Averaged gain obtained, plotted in blue
line is smooth compared to red line, hence enhanced speech
signal vary smoothly and does not fatigue listeners ears.
Enhanced speech signal is obtained by averaged gain with
every speech sample for respective frames. The enhanced
speech truncated to maximum values to saturation of the
signals. Energy comparison plot for speech, noise and
enhanced signals are plotted in Figure 5. It is observed that the
speech signals energy is enhanced wherever noise dominates

Figure 4: Gain with average plot for time domain analysis.

Spectrogram is a photographic or other visual or
electronic representation of a spectrum. Spectrogram plots for
time domain analysis is shown in Figure 6. Spectrogram for
input speech signal is shown in Figure 6(a), and spectrogram
for enhanced speech signal is shown in Figure 6(b) and 6(c)
for babble noise and speech shaped noise respectively, darker
portion shown in Figure 6(b) and 6(c) is enhanced signal.
Intelligibility of the speech signal before and after
enhancement is calculated using equation 9, and plotted in
Figure 7. SII is calculated with respect to the varying SNR
from -18 to +21 dB.

Figure 5: Energy Comparison Plot for Time Domain analysis.
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Figure 6: Spectrogram plots for (a) input signal, (b) and (c)
Enhanced signal for babble noise and speech shaped noise from time
domain analysis.

Figure 7(a) shows the SII for babble noise. Blue line
corresponds to unprocessed speech signal and Red line
corresponds to processed signal intelligibility. Results indicate
that intelligibility is good for lower SNRs compared to higher
SNRs. Lower SNR behavior for babble noise is shown in
figure 8(a). Figure 7(b) shows the SII for speech shaped noise.
Figure 8(b) highlights the improvement in intelligibility in
lower SNRs.

Figure 8(a): SII for babble noise at lower SNR levels.

Figure 8(b): SII for SSN at lower SNR levels.
Figure 7(a): SII for babble noise.

Figure 7(b): SII for SSN.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented an efficient near-end listening
enhancement algorithm for the speech enhancement when
listener is located in noisy environment. A time domain
analysis is presented to improve the speech intelligibility
in noisy environment for the near-end listener by gain
adjustment of speech signal according to the background noise
variation. Work is carried out by considering two types of
background noise such as, babble and speech shaped noise.
Results indicate that gain obtained is adaptive and varies with
respect to change in speech and noise signals. Speech
intelligibility index (SII) is measured for degraded speech
signal and enhanced speech signal with respect to SNR
varying from -18 to +21 dB and results have shown that the
proposed algorithm has better speech intelligibility and higher
advantages are found at lower SNR where noise is more
dominant than speech signal.
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